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Abstract
To an arbitrary ideal I in a local ring (A;m) one can associate a multiplicity j(I; A) that
generalizes the classical Hilbert–Samuel multiplicity of an m-primary ideal and which plays an
important role in intersection theory. If the ideal is strongly Cohen–Macaulay in A and satis3es
a suitable Artin–Nagata condition then our main result states that j(I; M) is given by the length
of I=(x1; : : : ; xd−1) + xdI where d:=dim A and x1; : : : ; xd are su8ciently generic elements of I .
This generalizes the classical length formula for m-primary ideals in Cohen–Macaulay rings.
Applying this to an hypersurface H in the a8ne space we show for instance that an irreducible
component C of codimension c of the singular set of H appears in the self-intersection cycle
Hc+1 with multiplicity e( jacH;C ;OH;C), where jacH is the Jacobian ideal generated by the partial
derivatives of a de3ning equation of H . c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 13H15; 14C17
1. Introduction
Let (A;m) be a local ring of dimension d and I ⊆A an arbitrary ideal. Then one
can associate to I a multiplicity j(I; A) which generalizes the classical Samuel–Weil
multiplicity of an m-primary ideal, see [1]. This multiplicity is important in intersec-
tion theory, where it measures the contribution of distinguished components to the
intersection cycle, see [6,4].
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If the ring A is Cohen–Macaulay and I is m-primary then the multiplicity e(I; A)
is given by the length of A=(f1; : : : ; fd), where f1; : : : ; fd ∈ I are su8ciently generic
elements. The purpose of this paper is to generalize such length formulas to the case
of ideals which are not necessarily m-primary.
The main tool in deriving such formulas is the theory of residual intersections due
to Huneke [8,9] and many others. For instance, we will show that for a strong Cohen–
Macaulay ideal I ⊆A satisfying the Artin–Nagata condition Gd the j-multiplicity is
given by the length of I=(f1; : : : ; fd−1) + fdI , where f1; : : : ; fd ∈ I are su8ciently
generic elements. Observe that an m-primary ideal of a Cohen–Macaulay ring is auto-
matically strongly Cohen–Macaulay and satis3es Gd so that this generalizes the length
formula mentioned above.
As an application of our length formula we will derive the following result: If
H = {f = 0}⊆AnK is an hypersurface and C is an irreducible component of the
singular locus of H with codimHC = c then C appears in the self-intersection cycle
Hc+1 with coe:cient
j0 = e( jacf; OH;C);
where jacf = (@f=@x1; : : : ; @f=@xn) is the Jacobian ideal of f. In particular, if H has
multiplicity m+ 1 at C then it follows that
j0 ≥ (m+ 1)mc ≥ mc+1:
This gives in a special case an a8rmative answer to a question raised in [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some basic notions such as
the Artin–Nagata condition and the strong Cohen–Macaulay property (SCM). Section
3 contains the main results. After a brief survey on the j-multiplicity we prove the
length formula mentioned above, see Theorem 3:4, and we derive a variant involving
also higher powers of the ideal I .
The last section contains three applications, where we make our length formula
more explicit. First, we consider self-intersections of hypersurfaces, where we prove
the result described above. Then we discuss the case of complete intersections. Finally,
we treat self-intersections of subschemes which are in the linkage class of complete
intersections, and give a formula in terms of the module of diJerentials. The paper
concludes with remarks about the homogeneous case and some open questions.
2. Strongly Cohen–Macaulay modules
Let A be a local ring, I ⊆A an ideal and M a 3nitely generated A-module. As usual
H∗(I; M) will denote the Koszul cohomology of M , i.e. H∗(I; M) is the cohomology
of the Koszul complex K•(x1; : : : ; xk ;M); where x1; : : : ; xk ∈ I is a minimal set of
generators for I .
Assume now that M is a Cohen–Macaulay module. Following [4], the pair (M; I)
is called SCM (=strongly Cohen–Macaulay) if Hp(I; M) is either zero or a Cohen–
Macaulay module for all p ≥ 0; note that this diJers from the notion originally given
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in [8] as we also require the Cohen–Macaulayness of M . For basic properties of this
concept we refer the reader to [8;4, 7:2]. In particular, we will need the following two
facts. If (M; I) is SCM and Hp(I; M) is nonzero then it is automatically a Cohen–
Macaulay module of dimension dimM=IM over A=I , see [8] or [4, 7:2:7]. Moreover,
the pair (M; I) is SCM if and only if the Koszul cohomology H∗(y1; : : : ; ye;M) is a
Cohen–Macaulay module for an arbitrary generating set y1; : : : ; ye of I .
Another important notion in the theory of residual intersections is the Artin–Nagata
condition. An ideal I of a local ring A is said to satisfy the Artin–Nagata condition
Gs if
(Gs) (Ip) ≤ ht p for all primes p ∈ V (I) with ht p¡s:
Here (Ip) denotes the minimal number of generators of the ideal Ip ⊆Ap. The ideal
I is said to satisfy G∞ if Gs holds for all s ≥ 1.
We recall the following result of Huneke [8] which we state for the case of modules;
for a detailed proof see [4, 7:2:13].
Theorem 2.1. Let I be an ideal in a local ring A; where I satis<es Gs+1 for some
s ≥ 0; and let M be a <nitely generated A-module such that (M; I) is SCM and
suppM = SpecA. Let a1; : : : ; as be elements in I such that (a1; : : : ; as)p = Ip for all
primes with ht p¡s and for all p ∈ V (I) with ht p ≤ s. We set
N :=(a1; : : : ; as)M :M I ⊆M
and assume that N = M . Then the following holds:
1. M=N is Cohen–Macaulay of dimension dimM − s,
2. N ∩ IM = (a1; : : : ; as)M ,
3. (M=N; I) is SCM,
4. depthM=(a1; : : : ; as)M ≥ dimM − s.
Let I ⊆A be a SCM ideal satisfying G∞. It is well known that the symmetric algebra
SI :=
⊕
n≥0 S
nI and the Rees algebra RI :=
⊕
n≥0 I
n · Tn are isomorphic and that they
are Cohen–Macaulay rings in case that ht I ¿ 0, see [7,12] or [4, 7:2:14]. We want to
give a module theoretic version of this result.
For this we will introduce the module SI (M) as the quotient
SI (M):=
⊕
n≥0
SI (M)nT n:=(SI ⊗A M)=K;
where K ⊆ SI ⊗A M is the SI -submodule generated by the kernel of the canonical map
I ⊗AM → IM (note that I ⊗AM ⊆ SI ⊗AM is the 3rst graded piece of SI ⊗AM). There
is a canonical surjective map of graded modules
SI (M)→ RI (M):=
⊕
n≥0
I nMTn:
The submodule of SI (M) generated by elements of positive degree is denoted by S+I (M)
and, similarly, R+I (M):=
⊕
n¿0 I
nM . We note the following simple properties of this
construction.
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Lemma 2.2. 1: If N ⊆M is a submodule with IN = 0; then S+I (M) ∼= S+I (M=N ).
2: Let f ∈ I and set LI :=I=fR and LM :=M=fM . Then
S LI ( LM)k ∼= (SI (M)=fTSI (M))k for all k ≥ 1:
Proof. For the proof of (1), let K be as above the SI -submodule of SI ⊗AM generated
by the kernel of the canonical map I ⊗A M → IM . For x1; : : : ; xk ∈ I and n ∈ N the
element xk ⊗ n is in the kernel of I ⊗A M → IM and so
(x1 · · · xk)⊗ n= x1 · · · xk−1(xk ⊗ n) ∈ K;
which easily gives (1).
In order to prove (2) it is su8cient to check that K → LK is surjective, where LK is
the kernel of the map S LI ⊗A LM → S LI ( LM). The diagram
M
f−−−−−→ I ⊗A M −−−−−→ LI ⊗A LM −−−−−→ 0
f



0 −−−−−→ fM −−−−−→ IM −−−−−→ LI LM −−−−−−−−−→ 0
implies by the Snake Lemma that the map K → LK is surjective in degree 1. As K and
LK are generated in degree 1, the result follows.
The following result generalizes the aforementioned comparison between the Rees
ring and the symmetric algebra; for a related result see [10, Section 2:2].
Proposition 2.3. Assume that I ⊆A satis<es G∞ and that M is a maximal Cohen–
Macaulay module over A. If (M; I) satis<es SCM; then the following hold.
1. The natural map SI (M)→ RI (M) is an isomorphism.
2. R+I (M) is a Cohen–Macaulay module over the Rees ring RI . Moreover; if
depthI M ¿ 0 then RI (M) is also a Cohen–Macaulay module over RI .
Proof. For the convenience of the reader and as we use one observation in the proof
later on, we include an outline of the argument; we follow the proof given in [4,
7:2:14] taking extra care at some steps if necessary.
If I = 0 the result is trivial. If dim A= 0, then by the Artin–Nagata condition I = 0.
So suppose that dim A¿ 0 and I = 0.
In case ht I = 0 we can form the residual intersection N :=0 :M I: If M = N the
result is trivial, see Lemma 2.2(1), so suppose M = N ; note that then N = 0 by the
Artin–Nagata condition applied at height 0. By Theorem 2.1 (M=N; I) is SCM and so,
using induction on dim A + dim A=I and passing to A=J where J :=AnnA(M=N ), the
map SI (M=N )→ RI (M=N ) is an isomorphism and R+I (M=N ) is Cohen–Macaulay. Now
IM ∩ N = 0 and so I k ·M=N ∼= I kM for k ≥ 1, i.e. R+I (M=N ) ∼= R+I (M). Moreover, by
Lemma 2.2(1) above we have that S+I (M=N ) ∼= S+I (M). Hence (1) and (2) follow.
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If ht I ¿ 0 then there is an element f ∈ I which is not a zerodivisor on M . As in
loc.cit. we can suppose that f is su8ciently generic so that the ideal LI :=I=fA in the
ring LA:=A=fA will again satisfy G∞. Moreover, ( LM :=M=fM; LI) is SCM. Consider for
n ≥ 1 the diagram
SI (M)n−1
fT−−−−−→ SI (M)n −−−−−−−−→ S LI ( LM)n −−−−−−−−−−−−→ 0
%n−1
 %n
 &n

0 −−−−−→ RI (M)n−1
fT−−−−−→ RI (M)n −−−−−→ RI (M)n=fTRI (M)n−1 −−−−−→ 0;
where the index n denotes the nth graded piece. By induction, the composite map
S LI ( LM)n → RI (M)n=fTRI (M)n−1 → R LI ( LM)n; n ≥ 1;
is an isomorphism. Hence &n; n ≥ 1, is an isomorphism. Using induction it follows
that %n is an isomorphism for all n, proving (1). The second part is deduced from this
with the same argument as in [4, p. 224].
Later on the following simple consequence of the proof is needed.
Remark 2.4. With the hypothesis of Proposition 2.3, for a su8ciently generic element
f ∈ I which is not a zerodivisor on M we have RI (M)n=fTRI (M)n−1 ∼= R LI ( LM)n for
n ≥ 1. Equivalently,
I nM ∩ fM = fIn−1M; n ≥ 1:
3. A formula for the j-multiplicity of SCM-subschemes
Let (A;m) be a local Noetherian ring and I ⊆A an ideal. To every 3nite A-module
M one can assign a generalized multiplicity j(I; M) which was introduced in the case
M =A by [1] and in the general case in [4, Section 6:1]. Let us recall the de3nition of
this multiplicity. Let B:=GI (A)=
⊕
n≥0(I
n=I n+1)Tn be the associated graded ring of A
and
N :=GI (M) =
⊕
j≥0
NjT j; Nj:=I jM=I j+1M;
the associated graded module of M . If H 0m(Nj) denotes the submodule of Nj of elements
supported on m then
H 0m(N ) =
⊕
j≥0
H 0m(Nj)
is a graded B-submodule of N with homogeneous components of 3nite length. It is
annihilated by a su8ciently high power mk of m and so may be considered as module
over the graded ring LB:=B⊗A A=mk : Hence its multiplicity e(H 0m(N )):=e( LB+; H 0m(N ))
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is well de3ned, where LB+ is the ideal in LB of elements of positive degree. For a number
d ≥ dimM we set
jd(I; M):=
{
e(H 0m(N )) if d= dimH
0
m(N );
0 if d¿ dimH 0m(N ):
Moreover, we set j(I; M):=jdim M (I; M): We note that j(I; M) = 0 if and only if
GI (M)=mAGI (M) has maximal dimension dimM (see e.g. [4, Section 6:1]). This num-
ber shares many properties of usual multiplicities. For instance, we have the following
results; see [1;4, 6:1:7].
Lemma 3.1 (Additivity). If 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 is an exact sequence of
A-modules and d ≥ dimM; then jd(I; M) = jd(I; M ′) + jd(I; M ′′):
What is also important in the following is the behavior of j under taking hyperplane
sections; see [4, Proposition 6:1:10].
Proposition 3.2. Assume that x ∈ I r \ I r+1 is an element satisfying the following
conditions:
1. dimGI (M)=( LxT rGI (M))¡d:=dimM;
2. dimG′I (M)=( LxT
rG′I (M) + mG
′
I (M))¡d − 1; where G′I (M) is the quotient
GI (M)=H 0m(GI (M)):
Then rjd(I; M) + jd−1(I;AnnMx) = jd−1(I; M=xM):
Clearly, if ht I ¿ 0 then the above conditions (1) and (2) are satis3ed for r=1 and
a su8ciently general element of I ; for instance, such su8ciently general elements can
be constructed as follows (see also [4, 6:1:13 and p. 39]).
3.3. Let I = (x1; : : : ; xk) and let U1; : : : ; Uk be indeterminates. Consider
x:=
k∑
i=1
Uixi
as an element of the localization, say A′, of A[U1; : : : ; Uk ] with respect to the ideal
mA[U1; : : : ; Uk ]. Then x ∈ I ′:=IA′ satis3es the above conditions if we replace A; I;M by
A′; I ′; M ′:=M ⊗A A′: As the j-multiplicity remains unchanged under such an extension
we can always assume in the following that such su8ciently general elements exist
provided that ht I ¿ 0: Moreover, such elements have the property that AnnM ′ x is
concentrated on V (I ′). This implies (cf. [4, 6:1:6(3)]) that jd−1(I ′;AnnM ′ x) = 0: In
other words, in this case
jd(I ′; M ′) = jd−1(I ′; M ′=xM ′):
In the following, the base change A→ A′ will be suppressed, and we will speak simply
about su8ciently generic elements.
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For another version of taking iterated hyperplane sections, see also [1]. We are now
able to formulate the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a d-dimensional local ring; M a maximal Cohen–Macaulay
module over A and I ⊆A an ideal. Assume that (M; I) is SCM and that I satis<es
Gd. Then j(I; M) is given by the length of
IM=(f1 + · · ·+ fd−1)M + fdIM;
where f1; : : : ; fd are su:ciently generic elements of I .
Proof. We may assume that suppM=SpecA. Consider for *=0; : : : ; d−1 the *-residual
intersection
N*:=(f1; : : : ; f*)M :M I:
By [4, 1:5:17(1)] we know that (f1; : : : ; fs)p = Ip for all primes p with ht p¡s and for
all p ∈ V (I) with ht p ≤ s. Applying Theorem 2.1, the module M=N* is zero or Cohen–
Macaulay of dimension d− *. In particular, the element f*+1 is not a zerodivisor on
M=N*. Since f1; : : : ; fd are chosen generically, Proposition 3.2 implies that j(I; M=N*)=
j(I; M=N* +f*+1M). Applying the additivity property of the j-multiplicity to the exact
sequences
0→ N*+1=(N* + f*+1M)→ M=(N* + f*+1M)→ M=N*+1 → 0;
we get that j(I; M=N*+f*+1M)= j(I; M=N*+1) for *¡d− 1; observe that N*+1=(N*+
f*+1M) is annihilated by I and so its j-multiplicity vanishes. By the same reason
j(I; M)= j(I; M=N0). Moreover, M=Nd−1+ IM has 3nite length and so the j-multiplicity
j(I; M=Nd−1) is just the ordinary multiplicity e(I; M=Nd−1). Thus we obtain
j(I; M) = j(I; M=N0) = · · ·= j(I; M=Nd−1) = e(I; M=Nd−1):
By 2:1 Nd−1 ∩ IM = (f1; : : : ; fd−1)M and so the module IM=(f1; : : : ; fd−1)M embeds
into M=Nd−1 with a cokernel of 3nite length. Using the additivity of multiplicities
we get that j(I; M) = e(I; M=Nd−1) = e(I; IM=(f1; : : : ; fd−1)M). As IM=(f1; : : : ; fd−1)M
⊆M=Nd−1 is Cohen–Macaulay of dimension 1 the latter multiplicity is just the length
of IM=(f1; : : : ; fd−1)M + fdIM , as required.
Remark 3.5. Assume that in Theorem 3.4 I only satis3es the Gd-condition. Then we
still have the inequality j(I; M) ≤ lg(IM=(f1 + · · · + fd−1)M + fdIM). This can be
deduced from the proof above.
In the remaining part of this section we will show the following variant of Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a local ring and M a Cohen–Macaulay module of dimension
d ≥ 1 over A. Assume that I ⊆A is an ideal satisfying Gd such that (M; I) is SCM.
Then; for every e with 0 ≤ e ≤ dimM=IM +1; the multiplicity j(I; M) is given by the
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length of
I eM
f1I e−1M + f2I e−1M + · · ·+ fd−1I e−1M + fdIeM ;
where f1; : : : ; fd are su:ciently generic elements of I (with the convention I−1:=A):
In order to prove this we need a few auxiliary results. We 3x the following notations.
3.7. Let A be a local ring, I ⊆A an ideal and M a Cohen–Macaulay module. We
assume that (M; I) is SCM and that I satis3es Gc for some c ≥ g:=depthI M .
Lemma 3.8. With the above notations; assume moreover that depthI M = 0. Then
(IM; I) is SCM and dim IM=I 2M ≤ dimM − 1.
Proof. We may assume that suppM=SpecA. The assumption depthI M=0 then means
that ht I =0 and so M as well as M=IM are maximal Cohen–Macaulay modules. Thus
IM , the kernel of the projection M → M=IM , is also Cohen–Macaulay. Consider the
exact sequence
· · · → Hq−1(I; M=IM) @→Hq(I; IM)→ Hq(I; M)→ Hq(I; M=IM)→ · · · :
The module Hq(I; M=IM) is a direct sum of copies of M=IM (by the de3nition of
Koszul cohomology) and so is Cohen–Macaulay. Moreover the boundary map @ is
zero since the localization of I at a minimal prime of A is either zero or the whole
ring. Thus it follows that the modules Hq(I; IM) are zero or Cohen–Macaulay and so
(IM; I) is SCM. The inequality dim IM=I 2M ≤ dimM−1 is an easy consequence of 2.1.
The next result can be derived from the theory of approximation complexes, see
[11] or [7, proof of Proposition 5:1]. For the convenience of the reader we give an
alternative argument which is more elementary.
Proposition 3.9. With notations as in 3:7; depthM=Iq+1M ≥ dimM=IM − q for 0 ≤
q ≤ c − g.
Proof. We may assume that suppM = SpecA and that IM = 0. We proceed by
induction on -(M):=dimM + dimM=IM . If -(M) = 0 then there is nothing to show.
So assume that -(M)¿ 0.
If g¿ 0 then we choose a su8ciently generic element f ∈ I which is not a
zerodivisor on M . By [4, 1:5:17(2) and 7:2:11] I=fA⊆ LA:=A=fA satis3es Gc−1 and
(M=fM; I=fA) is SCM. As -(M=fM)¡-(M) we infer from the induction hypothesis
that
(1) depthM=(fM + I q+1M) ≥ dimM=IM − q for 0 ≤ q ≤ (c − 1)− (g− 1) = c − g:
Consider for q ≤ c − g with dimM=IM − q¿ 0 the sequence
(2) M=IqM %→M=Iq+1M → M=(fM + I q+1M)→ 0;
where % is multiplication by f.
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Let us show that % is injective. Localizing at primes p of height ¡c the map %p is
injective by Remark 2.4. By induction on q we may suppose that for all primes p we
have
depth(M=IqM)p ≥ dim(M=IM)p − q+ 1
≥ dim(M=IM)p + g− c + 1 = ht p − c + 1:
Thus for ht p ≥ c the depth of (M=IqM)p is ≥ 1. It follows, in particular, that M=IqM
has no embedded components. As % is generically injective we obtain that % is in
fact injective. Applying the well-known depth lemma (see [4, p. 287], for example)
repeatedly to (2) we get that depthM=Iq+1M ≥ dimM=IM − q, as required.
Finally, assume that g = depthI M = 0. By Lemma 3.8 (IM; I) is SCM. Moreover,
dim IM=I 2M ≤ dimM − 1 and so -(IM)¡-(M). Applying the induction hypothesis
we get
depth IM=Iq(IM) ≥ (dimM − 1)− q+ 1 = dimM − q for 1 ≤ q ≤ c − g:
Using the exact sequences
0→ IM=Iq+1M → M=Iq+1M → M=IM → 0
the result follows again from the depth lemma.
We remark that the bound given in Proposition 3.9 is sharp as is seen from the
following example. Let K be a 3eld and B:=K[[x1; : : : ; xn]]=(f1; : : : ; fr) a complete
intersection which is generically smooth. Consider A:=B⊗ˆKB and the ideal I ⊆A of
the diagonal, i.e. I is the kernel of the multiplication map A = B⊗ˆKB → B. Then
I=I 2 ∼= .1B=K has projective dimension 1 (cf. for example [3, Exercise 16:17]), whence
depth I=I 2 = dim B− 1: Observe that (A; I) is SCM, see [8] or [4, 7:2:10].
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We will proceed by induction on -(M):=dimM + dimM=IM .
In the case -(M) = 1 we have dimM = 1 and dimM=IM = 0. Thus, the result follows
from the fact that for a Cohen–Macaulay module N of dimension 1 the multiplicity is
given by the length of N=fN , where f is generic in the ideal I .
First assume that depthI M ¿ 0 so that f1 is not a zerodivisor on M . Consider
LM =M=f1M and LA= A=f1A: By induction we obtain that
j(I; LM) = lg(I e LM=(f2I e−1 LM + · · ·+ fd−1I e−1 LM + fdIe LM)):
Since f1 is su8ciently generic, j(I; LM) = j(I; M), see 3:3. Hence, it remains to show
that the right-hand side is just what we want. For this, it su8ces to verify that
f1M ∩ I eM = f1I e−1M: (∗)
After localizing at a prime p = mA, both sides become equal by Remark 2.4, using
induction on dimM . Moreover, the right-hand side of (∗) is always contained in the
left-hand side. Hence, in order to prove equality it is su8cient, as above, that M=Ie−1M
has depth ≥ 1, for e ≥ 1. But this follows from Proposition 3.9.
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Now suppose that depthI M = 0 so that dimM = dimM=IM . We may assume that
IM = 0, since otherwise the statement of Theorem 3.6 is trivial. If e ≤ dimM then
we consider N :=0 :M I and LM :=M=N ; note that LM = 0 as IM = 0. By Theorem 2.1
the pair ( LM; I) is again SCM, and dim LM = dimM; dim LM=I LM ≤ dimM − 1. Hence,
the induction hypothesis gives that
j(I; LM) = lg(I e LM=(f1I e−1 LM + · · ·+ fd−1I e−1 LM + fdIe LM)):
As IM ∩N =0 (see Theorem 2.1) we have that I(M=N ) = IM , and the result follows.
Finally, assume that depthI M = 0 and e= dimM + 1. By 3.8 the pair (IM; I) again
is SCM, and dim IM=I 2M ≤ dimM − 1. Applying the induction hypothesis to IM we
can conclude the result for M .
4. Applications
The results of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 can be applied to many examples where the
SCM property is satis3ed. For a thorough discussion of possible cases we refer the
reader to [10;5;4, Section 7]. In this section, we will concentrate on a few samples,
where one can give a quite explicit expression for the j-multiplicity.
In the following, let K be an arbitrary 3eld and let X1; : : : ; Xn be subvarieties of an
algebraic manifold, say M . We recall that an irreducible component C of the intersec-
tion D:=X1 ∩ · · · ∩ Xn is said to be distinguished if C = 1(C′) for some irreducible
component C′ of the normal cone CD(X1 × · · · × Xn), where 1 denotes the projection
of the normal cone onto D; see [6, 6:1:2]. Such a distinguished component occurs
naturally in the intersection cycle X1 · : : : · Xn with multiplicity jC :=j(I;OX;C), where
X :=X1 × · · · × Xn and I denotes the ideal of the diagonal embedding of D into X . As
a general reference the reader may consult [4, Sections 2:5 and 7:4].
We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let H = {f = 0}⊆An be a hypersurface and let C ⊆H be an
irreducible component of the singular locus SingH with codimH C = c. Then C oc-
curs as a distinguished component of the self-intersection cycle Hc+1 with multi-
plicity jC = e( jacf;OH;C); where jacf = (@f=@x1; : : : ; @f=@xn) denotes the Jacobian
ideal of I .
Proof. Consider the diagonal embedding H ,→ Hc+1 and let I ⊆A:=OHc+1 ;C denote
the ideal of H . It is well known that the intersection number jC is given by j(I; A)
and that I ⊆A is SCM. Let (An)c+1 = An × · · · × An be equipped with coordinates
xji; 1 ≤ j ≤ c + 1; 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that I is generated by the elements
lji:=xc+1i − xji; 1 ≤ i ≤ n; 1 ≤ j ≤ c;
note that d:=nc is just the dimension of A. There is an isomorphism
I=I 2 ∼= (.1H;C)c = .1H;C · e1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ .1H;C · ec; (1)
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where the generators lji are identi3ed with d xi ⊗ ej: From this it follows that I ⊆A
satis3es the Artin Nagata condition Gd.
Let us form su8ciently general linear combinations
f% =
∑
i; j
u(%)ji lji; %= 1; : : : ; d: (2)
By Theorem 3.4 j(I; A) is given by the length of
I=(f1A+ · · ·+ fd−1A+ fdI) = I=(I 2 + f1A+ · · ·+ fd−1A);
where the last equality follows from the fact that I=(f1; : : : ; fd). Performing elementary
transformations in Eq. (2), we can reduce to the case that f1; : : : ; fd−1 are of the form
lji − %ijlcn = xc+1i − xji − %ij(xc+1n − xcn)
and that fd = lcn. With the identi3cation in (1) these elements correspond to d xi ⊗
ej − %ij d xn ⊗ ec resp. d xn ⊗ ec. Thus, the quotient
N :=I=(I 2 + f1A+ · · ·+ fd−1A)
becomes isomorphic to a cyclic module generated by d xn ⊗ ec; the relations∑
i
@f
@xi
· d xi ⊗ ej = 0; 1 ≤ j ≤ c;
give rise to the relations∑
i
%ij
@f
@xi
d xn ⊗ ec = 0; 1 ≤ j ≤ c:
In other words, N becomes isomorphic to
OH;C
/(∑
i
%ij
@f
@xi
)
1≤j≤c
: (3)
The length of this ring is just e( jacf;OH;C) as required.
Proposition 4.2. Let X; Y ⊆An be subschemes such that X; Y and X ∩Y are complete
intersections. Let C be a subvariety of X ∩Y with dimC=dim X +dim Y −n. Assume
that for every subvariety D⊆X ∩ Y with C ⊆D
(.1X∪Y;D) ≤ dimOX;D + dimOY;D + dimD: (∗)
If the coordinates are chosen generically then C is a distinguished component of the
intersection X ∩ Y of multiplicity
jC = lg.1X∪Y;C=(d x1; : : : ; d xn−1):
Proof. The ideal I ⊆OX×Y;C of the diagonal embedding X ∩ Y ,→ X × Y is SCM
and since I=I 2 ∼= .1X∪Y;C |X ∩ Y , it satis3es the G∞-condition by (∗). Now the result
follows as in the preceding proof from Theorem 3.4.
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Consider 3nally the case of a self-intersection of an arbitrary subscheme X ⊆An and
assume for simplicity that C is an irreducible component of the singular locus of X .
If the coordinates are chosen generically then the length
C :=lg(.1X;C ⊗ !X;C)
/
n−1∑
7=1
OX;C dx7 ⊗ !X;C
is an invariant of OX;C which we call the Jacobian multiplicity. Note that the module
.1X;C=(dx1; : : : ; dxn−1) ∼= OX;C=(@f1=@xn; : : : ; @fr=@xn)
is cyclic, where f1; : : : ; fr are the de3ning equations of X . Hence C is the length of
!X;C=
∑r
i=1 !X;C@fi=@xn.
With these notations we obtain the following result.
Proposition 4.3. Let X ⊆An be a subscheme that is in the linkage class of a complete
intersection. Let C ⊆X be an irreducible component of the singular locus of X with
dimC = 2dim X − n. Then C is a distinguished component of the intersection of X
with itself of multiplicity jC = C .
Proof. By a result of Buchweitz and Ulrich (!X;C ; I) is SCM, where I ⊆OX×X;C is
the ideal of the diagonal (see e.g. [4, 7:3:3]). It is easily seen that I ⊗ !X;C ∼= I!X;C
(cf. [4, 7:4:10 and its proof]). Now, the result follows as before from Theorem 3.4.
We note that without the assumption that X is in the linkage class of a complete
intersection we have at least the inequality jC ≤ C , as follows from Remark 3.5.
Recall that for a module M over a local ring A and an element f ∈ mkA with
dimM=fM ¡ dimM we have the inequality e(M=fM) ≥ k · e(M), where e(::) de-
notes the multiplicity with respect to mA (see, for example [4, 1:2:11]). Applying this
repeatedly to the quotient in (3) of the proof of Proposition 4.1, it follows that in the
situation of Proposition 4.1 the inequalities
jC ≥ (m+ 1)mc ≥ mc+1
hold, where m + 1 is the multiplicity of f at C. This gives in this special case an
a8rmative answer to the following problem posed by Ein et al. [2].
Problem 4.4. Let H ⊆An be a hypersurface and C ⊆H an irreducible subset of codi-
mension c such that C is an irreducible component of the two equimultiplicity strata
8‘ and 8‘+m, where
8i:={x ∈ H | e(OH;x)¿i}:
Is then C a distinguished component of the (c+ 1)-fold intersection Hc+1? Moreover,
does C appear with a coe8cient ≥ mc+1 in the intersection cycle?
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As a special case, assume that H ⊆An is a hypersurface with a jump of multiplicity
at 0, i.e. e(OH;0)¿e(OH;x) for all x = 0 near 0. We even do not know whether 0
becomes a distinguished component of the n-fold self-intersection of H ⊆An.
Example 4.5. Let K be a 3eld of characteristic 0 and assume that f ∈ OAn+1 ;0 is
a homogeneous element of degree d such that the projective hypersurface H :={f =
0}⊆Pn has only points of multiplicity ¡d. Let Hˆ ⊆An+1 be the a8ne cone and
consider the ideal I ⊆A:=OHˆ n+1 ;0 of the diagonal Hˆ ⊆ Hˆ
n+1
. Then j(I; A) = 0 and so
0 is a distinguished component of the n-fold self-intersection of Hˆ ⊆An.
Proof. We may assume that H is reduced. It is su8cient to show that the rational
map
J :=J (H; : : : ; H)→ Pn(n+1)−1
with (x(0); : : : ; x(n)) → (x(0) − x(1) : : : : : x(0) − x(n)) is generically 3nite onto its image.
Using Terracini’s lemma (see, e.g. [4, 4:3:2]) it su8ces to determine the tangent map at
a generic point (x(0); : : : ; x(n)) ∈ J . As the projection is linear its diJerential is induced
by the map
Tx(0)Hˆ × · · · × Tx(n)Hˆ → An(n+1)
(a(0); : : : ; a(n)) → (a(0) − a(1); : : : ; a(0) − a(n)):
Counting dimensions, if this map is not surjective, then Tx(0)Hˆ ∩ · · · ∩Tx(n)Hˆ = {0}. As
this is an intersection of hypersurfaces and x(0); : : : ; x(n) are generic this intersection is
independent of the choice of x(0); : : : ; x(n). Hence using [4, 4:6:11], each point in this
intersection has to be a vertex of H , contradicting the assumption that e(OH;p)¡ degH
for every point in H .
In Proposition 4.3, we had to assume that C has dimension dimC = 2dim X − n.
If dimC ≥ 2 dim X − n then it is also known that C is a distinguished component
of the self intersection (see [5]). Is it possible to give an explicit formula for the
j-multiplicity? Already the case of a complete intersection curve in A3 is open.
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